
Big Drop
At last! The craft brewing renaissance has collided happily with the

soaring international trend for low alcohol beverages. Big Drop Brewing

Co was created in 2016 by Rob Fink following his own healthy lifestyle

epiphany. Having realised how poorly this section of the market was

served, he teamed up with Johnny Clayton, renowned for his

experimental brewing prowess, to found the first UK brewery dedicated

exclusively to the production of low alcohol beer.

By creating a product at 0.5% ABV rather than completely alcohol free,

Big Drop avoids going down the extractive route followed by its

competitors of heating and reverse osmosis, which invariably have a

detrimental effect on quality. Instead the team works with specially

selected malts and “lazy” yeast to ferment a range of beer with negligible

alcohol content but maximum flavour, depth and satisfaction.

The first release was a stout, followed in 2017 after intensive testing by a

pale ale, lager and spiced ale. The awards and listings haven’t stopped

pouring in ever since. From major supermarket groups and monopolies

to luxury outlets such as Fortnum & Mason and Michelin-starred

restaurant Hakkasan, Big Drop is busy quenching the thirst of beer fans

who want great taste and presentation without compromise on flavour.

Stout
Format: 330ml 

Alcohol: 0.5% ABV

About: Notes of coffee, 

cocoa nibs and vanilla infuse 

this dark, rich and indulgent 

beer. Best kept in the fridge 

then removed an hour or 

so before drinking from a 

tulip-shaped glass to 

maximise the impact of 

those gorgeous aromas.

Lager 
Format: 330ml 

Alcohol: 0.5% ABV

About: Light biscuit, 

honey and pepper 

aromas run through this 

crisp lager that finishes 

with a refreshingly dry 

dash of bitterness. Enjoy 

chilled straight from the 

bottle if you like, or pour 

into a glass if you must.

Pale Ale
Format: 330ml

Alcohol: 0.5% ABV

About: A deliciously 

refreshing, dry hopped ale 

with notes of honey and 

pine. Citrussy hops pack 

this crisp, zesty beer full 

of flavour. For optimal 

refreshment serve from

the fridge in a straight-

sided half pint glass.

Spiced Ale
Format: 330ml

Alcohol: 0.5% ABV

About: Warming ginger 

and cinnamon aromas 

marry perfectly with spicy, 

malty flavours and a sweet 

berry aftertaste. Avoid 

serving too cold. At its 

best served on a chilly day 

with a comforting slow-

cooked roast.


